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Our Common Ground

The State  
of Our 

Disunion

“G ive me a call if you can,” the email read. It was from 
Gary, a Republican from Pennsylvania and one of 500 
American voters who were participating in my research 

project. He continued, “I had a terrible day yesterday, and I think  
I have lost a lot of friends.”

2�ǉƺǹǹǓǏ�(ƺȖΡ�ȖǩǠǦȠ�ƺΛƺΡঀ�/Ǔ�Λƺș�ƺ�ȒȖǓȠȠΡ�ǓΚǓǿেǷǓǓǹǓǏ�Ǿƺǿॹࢳࢶ��ΡǓƺȖș�
old, a store manager, married with three children—and it was unlike 
him to exaggerate.

“Hi, Gary. So tell me.”
“Well, I went to Capitol Hill to protest yesterday, and now everyে

one is calling me a terrorist.”
2�Λƺș�МƺǈǈǓȖǠƺșȠǓǏঀ�2Ƞ�Λƺș�=ƺǿȣƺȖΡࢸ�ॹࢲࢳࢱࢳ�ॹ�ƺǿǏ�2�ǉȅȣǹǏǿঢ়Ƞ�ǩǾƺǠে

ine that Gary, a cheerful family man, was one of the people I saw 
storming the Capitol the previous day. 

As he spoke, I learned that Gary and his friends had just driven to 
Washington, DC, to march. They planned to walk peacefully down 
Pennsylvania Avenue to express their chagrin about the election of 
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=ȅǓ��ǩǏǓǿ�ƺǿǏ�ΛǦƺȠ�ȠǦǓΡ�șƺΛ�ƺș�ȠǦǓ�ȖƺǏǩǉƺǹ�ȒȅǹǩǉǩǓș�ȠǦƺȠ��ǓǾȅǉȖƺȠș�
were promoting. His sign read, “Honk if you think Socialism Sucks.”

2�ǾǓƺǿॹ�ǾΡ�ΛǩǟǓ�ΛǓǿȠ�Ƞȅ�ȠǦǓ�vȅǾǓǿঢ়ș�EƺȖǉǦ�ǩǿ����ǈƺǉǷ�ǩǿ�=ƺǿে
uary of 2017, and everyone thought she was a hero. She had a blast.  
2�ǴȣșȠ�ЙǠȣȖǓǏ�2�ǉȅȣǹǏ�Ǐȅ�ȠǦǓ�șƺǾǓ�ǷǩǿǏ�ȅǟ�ȠǦǩǿǠॹ�ƺǿǏ�2�Λƺșǿঢ়Ƞ�ǿǓƺȖ�ȠǦƺȠ�
ǠȖȅȣȒ�ƺȠ�ȠǦǓ��ƺȒǩȠȅǹঀ�EǓƺǿΛǦǩǹǓॹ�ǾΡ�ǿǓǩǠǦǈȅȖ�ǉƺǹǹǓǏ�ǾǓ�ȣǿে�ǾǓȖǩে
can, and my children are refusing to talk to me.”

I asked Gary about the friends who had accompanied him. They 
ΛǓȖǓ�ƺǹǹ�ǈȅΛǹǩǿǠ�ǈȣǏǏǩǓș�ΛǦȅ�ǏǩǏǿঢ়Ƞ�ǹǩǷǓ�XȖǓșǩǏǓǿȠ�eȖȣǾȒঢ়ș�ΚƺǹȣǓșॹ�
but who believed that he would do the best job on the economy, their 
number one issue. “We had nothing to do with those crazy people at 
the Capitol, but if you watch the news, I was there with my automatic 
ȖǩМǓॹ�ǩǿΚƺǏǩǿǠ�FƺǿǉΡ�XǓǹȅșǩঢ়ș�ȅГǉǓঀ�vǦƺȠ�ƺ�ǾǓșșৄƺǿǏ�ǿȅ�ȅǿǓ�ΛƺǿȠș�
to hear my truth.”

2Ƞ�Λƺș�ǿȅȠ� ȠǦǓ� ȠǩǾǓ�ǟȅȖ�ǾǓ�Ƞȅ� ȠǓǹǹ�(ƺȖΡ� ȠǦƺȠ� =ȅǓ��ǩǏǓǿ�Λƺș�ǿȅȠ�
ƺ� șȅǉǩƺǹǩșȠঀ� �ȣȠ� ƺș�ΛǓ� ȠƺǹǷǓǏॹ� 2� ȖǓƺǹǩΦǓǏ� ȠǦƺȠ� ǩǿƺǉǉȣȖƺȠǓ� ȒǓȖǉǓȒȠǩȅǿș�
were behind most of what he was experiencing. He perceived that 
XȖǓșǩǏǓǿȠ��ǩǏǓǿ�ΛȅȣǹǏ�ȠƺǷǓ�Ǧǩș�ǦƺȖǏেǓƺȖǿǓǏ�ǩǿǉȅǾǓॹ�ȖƺǩșǓ�Ǧǩș�ȠƺΠǓșॹ�
and use his money to give Americans everything they wanted for free. 
And his neighbor and his children assumed he was an anarchist just 
for having been in DC on that day. 

I have had thousands of these conversations since 2016 as part of 
a massive longitudinal study of 500 American voters—conversations 
ƺǈȅȣȠ�ǓΚǓȖΡȠǦǩǿǠ�ǟȖȅǾ�ǩǾǾǩǠȖƺȠǩȅǿ�Ƞȅ�ǉǹǩǾƺȠǓ�ǉǦƺǿǠǓ�Ƞȅ�ǾƺșǷেΛǓƺȖে
ǩǿǠ�Ƞȅ�eȖȣǾȒঢ়ș�ȖƺǹǹǩǓșঀ��ƺǉǦ�ΛǓǓǷॹ�ΚȅȠǓȖș�ǟȖȅǾ�ƺǹǹ�șȠƺȠǓșॹ�ƺǹǹ�ƺǠǓșॹ�ƺǹǹ�
ethnicities, and all ends of the political spectrum have shared with me 
their lives, their dreams, their fears, and their politics. I wrote more 
ȠǦƺǿ�ЙǟȠΡ�ȅȒǩǿǩȅǿ�ȒǩǓǉǓș�ǟȅȖ�ȠǦǓ�Boston Globe about what I learned 
from them, many of which are in this book. And, I have seen over 
and over again that the assumptions we make about each other—our 
attitudes, our values, and our rigidity—are horribly inaccurate. 

�ǿǏ�ǦǓȖǓঢ়ș�ȠǦǓ�ȠǦǩǿǠॸ�ȅȣȖ�ǩǿƺǈǩǹǩȠΡ�Ƞȅ�ǦǓƺȖ�ǓƺǉǦ�ȅȠǦǓȖॹ�ȅȣȖ�șȒǓǉȣে
lation, and our impatience are tearing us apart. This has now caused 
ƺ�ǉȖǩșǩș�ǩǿ�(ƺȖΡঢ়ș�ǉǹȅșǓ�ǉǩȖǉǹǓॹ�ƺǿǏॹ�ȖǓȒǓƺȠǓǏ�ǓΚǓȖΡΛǦǓȖǓ�ǩǿ��ǾǓȖǩǉƺॹ�ǩȠ�
ǩș�ǏǩΚǩǏǩǿǠ�ȣș�ƺș�ƺ�ǉȅȣǿȠȖΡঀ�2Ƞঢ়ș�ƺ�șǩǉǷǿǓșș�ȠǦƺȠ�ȒǓȖǾǓƺȠǓș�ȠǦǓ��ǾǓȖǩে
can culture, erodes our collective mental health, paralyzes our ability 
to move forward, and makes us hate each other. Substance abuse is 
up, mental illness is on the rise, and sales of guns and ammunition 
are exploding.

�ǏǏȖǓșșǩǿǠ� ȠǦǩș� ȒȖȅǈǹǓǾ� ǏȅǓșǿঢ়Ƞ� ȖǓȕȣǩȖǓ� ȣș� Ƞȅ� ƺǠȖǓǓ� ȅǿ� ǓΚǓȖΡে
ȠǦǩǿǠঀ� �ȣȠ� Ƞȅ� ȠȣȖǿ� ǏȅΛǿ� ȠǦǓ� ǦǓƺȠॹ�ΛǓ� ǿǓǓǏ� Ƞȅ� șȠȅȒ� ȒȖǓșȣǾǩǿǠॹ� Ƞȅ�
listen, to try to understand, to treat each other with dignity, and to 
ǷǿȅΛ�ȠǦƺȠ�ǾȅșȠ��ǾǓȖǩǉƺǿș�ƺȖǓ�ǿȅȠ�ǉȖƺΦΡ�ȖƺǏǩǉƺǹșঀ�2ǟ�ΛǓ�ǉƺǿ�ЙǿǏ�ȅȣȖ�
common ground, we can have a much better world.

Common Ground
There is actually much more common ground than you would think 
in our country, especially when it comes to policy. Common ground 
ǾǓƺǿș�ǴȣșȠ�ȠǦƺȠॸ�ȠǦǓ�ȒƺȠǦ�ǟȅȖΛƺȖǏ�ǾǩǠǦȠ�ǿȅȠ�ǈǓ�ǩǏǓƺǹॹ�ǈȣȠ�ǩȠঢ়ș�ƺ�ǠȅȅǏ�
ǉȅǾȒȖȅǾǩșǓॹ�ƺ�ȒȅșǩȠǩΚǓ�șȠǓȒঀ�@ǓȠঢ়ș�ȠƺǷǓ�ǩǾǾǩǠȖƺȠǩȅǿ�ƺș�ƺǿ�ǓΠƺǾȒǹǓঀ

EȅșȠ��ǓǾȅǉȖƺȠș�ȠǓǹǹ�ǾǓ�ȠǦƺȠ�eȖȣǾȒ�șȣȒȒȅȖȠǓȖș�ΛƺǿȠ�Ƞȅ�ǦƺǹȠ�ƺǹǹ�
immigration into the United States—that they want to build a big 
and expensive wall across the entire southern border of the country, 
ȠǦƺȠ�ȠǦǓΡ�ΛƺǿȠ�Ƞȅ�ǓΚǩǉȠ��ȖǓƺǾǓȖșॹ�ƺǿǏ�ȠǦƺȠ�ȠǦǓΡ�ǈǓǹǩǓΚǓ�ȠǦƺȠ�eȖȣǾȒঢ়ș�
separation of children from their parents at the border was a sad but 
necessary step. 

EȅșȠ�[ǓȒȣǈǹǩǉƺǿș� ȠǓǹǹ�ǾǓ� ȠǦƺȠ��ǓǾȅǉȖƺȠș� ΛƺǿȠ� ȅȒǓǿ� ǈȅȖǏǓȖș�
where illegal immigrants can pour into our country at their conveে
ǿǩǓǿǉǓঀ�KǿǉǓ�ǩǿॹ�ȠǦǓΡ�șǦȅȣǹǏ�ǈǓ�ƺǈǹǓ�Ƞȅ�ǠǓȠ�ƺ�ǏȖǩΚǓȖঢ়ș�ǹǩǉǓǿșǓ�ƺǿǏ�ǟȖǓǓ�
health care, independent of whether they plan to work or pay taxes.

To be sure, there are Democrats and Republicans who are proে
ponents of those views, but my research says they are on the fringes. 
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Only 2 percent of the voters in my sample thought it was okay to 
separate children and parents, and only a few Democrats were for 
open borders. 

eǦǓ�ȖǓƺǹǩȠΡ�ǩș�ȠǦƺȠ�ǾȅșȠ��ǾǓȖǩǉƺǿș�ΛȅȣǹǏ�ǈǓ�ЙǿǓ�ΛǩȠǦ�ƺǿ�ǩǾǾǩে
ǠȖƺȠǩȅǿ�ǈǩǹǹ�ȠǦƺȠ�Λƺș�ƺ�ǉȅǾȒȖȅǾǩșǓॸ�ǟȣǿǏǩǿǠ�ƺ�Λƺǹǹ�ǩǿ�șǓǹǓǉȠ�ȒƺȖȠș�ȅǟ�
ȠǦǓ�ǈȅȖǏǓȖ�ΛǩȠǦ�EǓΠǩǉȅॹ�ǉȖǓƺȠǩǿǠ�ƺ�ȒƺȠǦ�Ƞȅ�ǉǩȠǩΦǓǿșǦǩȒ�ǟȅȖ��ȖǓƺǾǓȖșॹ�
ƺǉǉǓǹǓȖƺȠǩǿǠ�ǉǩȠǩΦǓǿșǦǩȒ�ǟȅȖ�ȣǿǩΚǓȖșǩȠΡ�șȠȣǏǓǿȠș�ǩǿ�^e�E�ЙǓǹǏșॹ�ƺǿǏ�
șȠǩАǓǿǩǿǠ� șǓǉȣȖǩȠΡ� ƺȠ� ȠǦǓ�ǈȅȖǏǓȖ� Ƞȅ�ǏǩșǉȅȣȖƺǠǓ� ǟȣȖȠǦǓȖ� ǩǹǹǓǠƺǹ� ǩǾǾǩে
ǠȖƺȠǩȅǿঀ�EȅȖǓ�șȒǓǉǩЙǉƺǹǹΡॹ�ΛǦǓǿ�2�ǹƺǩǏ�ȅȣȠ�ȠǦǓ�Ǿƺǩǿ�ǓǹǓǾǓǿȠș�ȅǟ�ȠǦǓ�
ȒȖȅȒȅșǓǏ�2ǾǾǩǠȖƺȠǩȅǿ�[ǓǟȅȖǾ��ǩǹǹ�ȅǟࢴࢲࢱࢳ�ॹ�ǾȅȖǓ�ȠǦƺǿࢱࢹ��ȒǓȖǉǓǿȠ�ȅǟ�
my voters said they would support the bill. That bill actually passed 
the Senate and was championed by everyone from Republican Senে
ator Lindsey Graham to Democratic Senator Chuck Schumer. The 
House never acted on it.

In the meantime, we assume we are far apart on the issue, but it 
is not the case.

As with immigration, there is also common ground in our country 
on gun control, health care, infrastructure, climate change, and many 
ȅȠǦǓȖ�ǩșșȣǓșঀ�vǓ�ȠǦǩǿǷ�ΛǓ�ƺǠȖǓǓ�ȅǿ�ǿȅȠǦǩǿǠॹ�ǈȣȠ�ǩȠঢ়ș�ƺǹǹ�ȒǓȖǉǓȒȠǩȅǿঀ�

vǩȠǦ� șȅ� ǾȣǉǦ� ǉȅǾǾȅǿ� ǠȖȅȣǿǏॹ� Ρȅȣ� ΛȅȣǹǏ� ȠǦǩǿǷ� ΛǓঢ়Ǐ� ǦƺΚǓ�
șǩǠǿǩЙǉƺǿȠ� ǹǓǠǩșǹƺȠǩΚǓ� ȒȖȅǠȖǓșș� ǩǿ�vƺșǦǩǿǠȠȅǿঀ� eǦǓ� șΡșȠǓǾॹ� ǦȅΛǓΚে
ǓȖॹ�ΛȅȖǷș�ƺǠƺǩǿșȠ� ȠǦƺȠॸ� ǩǟ� ȖǓȒȖǓșǓǿȠƺȠǩΚǓș�ΛƺǿȠ� Ƞȅ�ǠǓȠ� ȖǓǓǹǓǉȠǓǏॹ� ȠǦǓΡ�
ƺȖǓ�ƺǉȠȣƺǹǹΡ�ǈǓȠȠǓȖ�ȅА�ΛǩȠǦ�ȒȅȒȣǹƺȖ�ǩșșȣǓș�ȣǿȖǓșȅǹΚǓǏঀ�2Ƞঢ়ș�ǓƺșǩǓȖ�ƺǿǏ�
more powerful to be a Republican candidate and yell to your constitে
ȣǓǿȠș�ȠǦƺȠ�ǩǾǾǩǠȖƺǿȠș�ƺȖǓ�ǏƺǿǠǓȖȅȣș�ȒǓȅȒǹǓ�ƺǿǏ�ȠǦƺȠॹ�ƺș�ΡȅȣȖ�ΚȅȠǓȖșঢ়� 
ƺǾǈƺșșƺǏȅȖॹ�Ρȅȣ�Λǩǹǹ�ǿǓΚǓȖ�ǹǓȠ�ȠǦȅșǓ�ȅȒǓǿেǈȅȖǏǓȖ��ǓǾȅǉȖƺȠș�ǠǓȠ�ȠǦǓǩȖ�
ΛƺΡঀ�2Ƞঢ়ș�ǾȅȖǓ�ǉȅǾȒǓǹǹǩǿǠ�Ƞȅ�ǈǓ�ƺ��ǓǾȅǉȖƺȠǩǉ�ǉƺǿǏǩǏƺȠǓ�ƺǿǏ�ǦȅǹǹǓȖ�
about children at the border and the outrageous cost of a wall, reasে
suring citizens in your district that you will work every day to make 
șȣȖǓ�ȠǦǓ�ȅȠǦǓȖ�șǩǏǓ�ǏȅǓșǿঢ়Ƞ�ǠǓȠ�ǩȠș�ΛƺΡঀ�[ǓșȅǹΚǩǿǠ�ȠǦǓ�ǩșșȣǓ�ȠƺǷǓș�ƺΛƺΡ�
valuable talking points. As Kathy, an independent from Ohio, told 
me, “I used to listen to my congressman for information and for comে

fort, but now, every time I hear him, he makes me more anxious.” 
Immigrants are worse than you think, liberal teachers brainwash our 
children, gun owners want to shoot you, minorities are replacing you 
at work, and you are getting the short end of the stick. Vote for me 
ƺǿǏ�2�Λǩǹǹ�ЙΠ�ǩȠ�ƺǹǹঀ�

Our media also plays a role in our divisiveness by amplifying the 
extreme messages. Cable TV channels get more eyeballs showing 
white nationalists than they do showing normal people trying to live 
their everyday lives. So we see the stories of people who believe in  
extreme policies and we project those stories onto our views of others. 
“I used to think Republicans were reasonable Americans who just 
ΛƺǿȠǓǏ� ǹǓșș� ǠȅΚǓȖǿǾǓǿȠ� ǩǿȠǓȖǟǓȖǓǿǉǓ� ǩǿ� ȅȣȖ� ǹǩΚǓșॹ� șƺǩǏ� EƺȠȠǦǓΛॹ� 
ƺ��ǓǾȅǉȖƺȠ�ǟȖȅǾ�'ǹȅȖǩǏƺঀ��ȣȠ�2�ǦƺΚǓ�ǈǓǓǿ�ΛƺȠǉǦǩǿǠ�E^F���ƺǿǏ�
it has convinced me not to spend a lot of time with my Republican 
ǟȖǩǓǿǏș�ƺǿΡǾȅȖǓঀ�eȣȖǿ�ȅǿ�ȠǦǓ�ǿǓΛș�ƺǿǏ�ǩȠ�ǩș�ƺǹǹ�ǏǩșǉȅȖǏ�ƺǹǹ�ȠǦǓ�ȠǩǾǓॸ�
we hear regularly about our divided America, that constant case of us 
ΚǓȖșȣș�ȠǦǓǾॹ�ȠǦǓ�FǓΚǓȖেeȖȣǾȒǓȖș�ΚǓȖșȣș�ȠǦǓ�@ȅǉǷে/ǓȖেhȒȒǓȖșॹ�ȠǦǓ�
Elites versus the Deplorables. The fringes are clearly getting the airে
time. Those media clips get shared on Facebook and Twitter, which 
keeps conservatives in their own information bubble and liberals in a 
separate bubble.

The more we watch, the more we read, the more apprehensive we 
become. It feels better to blame the other guys and to parrot back a  
șȠȅȖΡ�Ρȅȣ�ǦǓƺȖǏৄǓΚǓǿ�ǩǟ�ǩȠঢ়ș�ǓΠȠȖǓǾǓঀ��Ƞ�ȠǦǩș�ȒȅǩǿȠॹ�ǩǟ�Ρȅȣ�ƺșǷ�ǾȅșȠ� 
Republicans about the Democratic Party, they will say Democrats are 
ƺ�ǈȣǿǉǦ�ȅǟ�ǓǹǩȠǩșȠ�șȅǉǩƺǹǩșȠș�ΛǦȅ�ΛƺǿȠ�Ƞȅ�ȠƺǷǓ�ǾΡ�ǦƺȖǏেǓƺȖǿǓǏ�ȠƺΠ�ǏȅǹǹƺȖș�
and give them away to illegal immigrants, criminals, and people who 
are too lazy to work. And who want to take away guns, allow women 
to use abortions as birth control, and, more recently, to completely 
dismantle policing. Or, if you ask most Democrats about Trump supে
porters, they will say that they are a bunch of hypocritical, uneducated  
deplorables, who sleep with their guns, refuse to wear masks, deny 
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ȠǦƺȠ�ǉǹǩǾƺȠǓ�ǉǦƺǿǠǓ�ǩș�ǦƺȒȒǓǿǩǿǠॹ�ƺǿǏ�ǿǓΚǓȖ�ǾǓȠ�ƺ��ǹƺǉǷ�ȒǓȖșȅǿ�ȠǦǓΡ�
ǹǩǷǓǏঀ��ȅȠǦ�ȅǟ�ȠǦǓșǓ�ΚǩǓΛș�ƺȖǓ�ǩǿƺǉǉȣȖƺȠǓॹ�ǈȣȠ�ȠǦǓșǓ�ƺȖǓ�ȠǦǓ�șȠǓȖǓȅȠΡȒǓș�
that were on the ballot in 2020, and they dominate our perspectives.

Voting Against Versus Voting For
2�ƺǹΛƺΡș�ȠǦȅȣǠǦȠ�ȅǟ�ǾΡșǓǹǟ�ƺș�ƺ��ǓǾȅǉȖƺȠॹ�șƺǩǏ�=ȅșǓȒǦॹ�ƺ�[ǓȒȣǈǹǩে
can from Texas. “I thought that the Dems were cool and young and 
always trying something new, breaking the mold, putting money 
in your pocket, looking out for the people, and slamming the rich 
corporations.” Then, he told me, things changed. “Our senators  
explained that the Dems were actually taking my tax money and fundে
ing people who are not out there earning their living. I heard a news 
șȠȅȖΡ�ƺǈȅȣȠ� șȅǾǓȅǿǓ�ȅǿ�ΛǓǹǟƺȖǓ�ΛǦȅ�ǏǩǏǿঢ়Ƞ�ΛƺǿȠ� Ƞȅ�ΛȅȖǷ�ǈǓǉƺȣșǓ�
it was easier to get a government handout. And I also noticed that 
Fox News was talking nonstop about the economy, and CNN was 
talking nonstop about sexual orientation. I am all for letting transে
ǠǓǿǏǓȖ�ȒǓȅȒǹǓ�ȒǩǉǷ�ΛǦƺȠǓΚǓȖ�ǈƺȠǦȖȅȅǾ�ȠǦǓΡ�ΛƺǿȠॹ�ǈȣȠ�2�Ǐȅǿঢ়Ƞ�ΛƺǿȠ�
to hear about it as the main issue for our country. So I guess I am 
voting against the Dems these days rather than for the Republicans.”

This theme dominates the discussions I have with voters. They 
voted against someone rather than supporting their candidate beে
ǉƺȣșǓ�ȅǟ�ǦȅȖȖȅȖ�șȠȅȖǩǓș�ƺǈȅȣȠ�ȠǦǓ�ȅȠǦǓȖ�șǩǏǓঀ�2�Ǐȅǿঢ়Ƞ�ǹǩǷǓ�eȖȣǾȒॹ�ǈȣȠ�
ȠǦǓ�ƺǹȠǓȖǿƺȠǩΚǓ� ǩș�ǾȣǉǦ�ΛȅȖșǓ�Λƺș� ƺ� ǟȖǓȕȣǓǿȠ�ǉȖΡ� ǟȖȅǾ�ȠǦȅșǓ�ΛǦȅ�
supported him. 

In 2016, one of the primary reasons that people voted for Donে
ald Trump was not that they thought he was a really great guy. They 
just hated Hillary Clinton. Trump supporters reported to me that 
șǦǓ�Λƺș�ȠȅȠƺǹǹΡ�ǉȅȖȖȣȒȠ�ƺǿǏ�ǹǩșȠǓǏ�ƺǿ�ǓǿȠǩȖǓ�ǹǩǟǓȠǩǾǓ�ȅǟ�ȕȣǓșȠǩȅǿƺǈǹǓ�
ƺǉȠǩΚǩȠǩǓșॸ�vǦǩȠǓΛƺȠǓȖॹ�tǩǿǉǓ�'ȅșȠǓȖॹ�ȠǦǓ��ǹǩǿȠȅǿ�'ȅȣǿǏƺȠǩȅǿॹ��ǓǿǠে
hazi, and “stealing furniture from the White House on their way 
ȅȣȠঀ��ǹȠǦȅȣǠǦ�ǓƺǉǦ�ȅǟ�ȠǦǓșǓ�ǩșșȣǓș�Λƺș�ȖǓșȅǹΚǓǏ�ǩǿ�/ǩǹǹƺȖΡ��ǹǩǿȠȅǿঢ়ș�

ǟƺΚȅȖॹ�ΚȅȠǓȖș�ΛǓȖǓ�ǿȅȠ�ƺȒȒǓƺșǓǏঀ�FȅȖǾƺǹ�ǹƺΛেƺǈǩǏǩǿǠॹ�ǓȠǦǩǉƺǹ�ȒǓȅȒǹǓ�
ǴȣșȠ�Ǐȅǿঢ়Ƞ�ǦƺΚǓ�ƺǹǹ�ȅǟ�ȠǦȅșǓ�șǦƺǏΡॹ�ȕȣǓșȠǩȅǿƺǈǹǓ�ȠǦǩǿǠș�ǩǿ�ȠǦǓǩȖ�ǹǩΚǓșॹ�
said Susan, a Republican from North Carolina. Women told me that 
Clinton was a hypocrite to say that she was a supporter of women, 
when she had once defended her husband against women who acে
cused him of sexual harassment. And the famous emails, rather than 
being a pivotal factor in their decision to vote for Trump, were just 
one more thing to pile onto their list. 

Of course, that same year, many voters chose Hillary Clinton beে
cause they hated Donald Trump, calling out his criticism of Gold Star 
ǟƺǾǩǹǩǓșॹ�Ǧǩș�ǉȅǿΚǓȖșƺȠǩȅǿ�ΛǩȠǦ��ǩǹǹΡ��ȣșǦ�ƺǈȅȣȠ�Ǧǩș�șǓΠȣƺǹ�ǓșǉƺȒƺǏǓșॹ�Ǧǩș�
ǿƺȖǉǩșșǩșǾॹ�Ǧǩș�ǿƺǾǓেǉƺǹǹǩǿǠॹ�Ǧǩș�ȠȖƺǉǷ�ȖǓǉȅȖǏ�ȅǟ�ǈȣșǩǿǓșș�ǟƺǩǹȣȖǓșॹ�Ǧǩș�
mocking of a disabled reporter, and more.

This “dislike of the alternative” also happened in 2020. Over half 
ȅǟ�ǾΡ�ΚȅȠǓȖș�ΛǦȅ�ǉǦȅșǓ��ǩǏǓǿ�ȠȅǹǏ�ǾǓ�ȠǦǓΡ�ΛǓȖǓ�ǴȣșȠ�ΚȅȠǩǿǠ�ƺǠƺǩǿșȠ�
Trump. And over half of those who voted for Trump told me they 
ΛǓȖǓ�ǴȣșȠ�ΚȅȠǩǿǠ�ƺǠƺǩǿșȠ��ǩǏǓǿঀ

Trump supporters saw a strong man who tells it like it is, works 
hard, loves his family, and made huge progress despite unprecedented 
lawsuits, hearings, and general obstruction from the other party—
ȠǦǓ�ǹǩǷǓș�ȅǟ�ΛǦǩǉǦ�ǦƺǏ�ǿǓΚǓȖ�ǈǓǓǿ�șǓǓǿ�ǈǓǟȅȖǓঀ�eǦǓΡ�ȠǦǩǿǷ��ǩǏǓǿ�Ǧƺș�
dementia, will be hijacked by the “radical liberals” in the party and 
ǾǓșș�ȣȒ�ƺǿΡ�ǉǦƺǿǉǓ�ȅǟ�ƺǿ�ǓǉȅǿȅǾǩǉ�ȖǓǉȅΚǓȖΡॹ�ƺǿǏ�ǩș�ǴȣșȠ�Ƞȅȅ�ȕȣǩǓȠ�ƺǿǏ�
weak for our times. 

�ǩǏǓǿ�șȣȒȒȅȖȠǓȖș�șƺΛ�ƺǿ�ǓΠȒǓȖǩǓǿǉǓǏॹ�ǓǾȒƺȠǦǓȠǩǉ�Ǿƺǿ�ΛǦȅ�Λǩǹǹ�
unite our country, bring sanity back to the White House, build a 
great and expert team, and watch out for the little guy—especially  
because of his background. They saw Trump as a lying, cheating bufে
foon who panders to Putin and cares only about himself.


